Introduction & Motivation Introduction & Motivation
• Jets as a subject of studies:
→ jet fragmentation/structure is driven by very soft QCD * borderline between pQCD and non-pQCD
• Jets as a tool in high P T physics: → better understanding of jet fragmentation is important for many analyses * t tbar → all jets (signal: q-jets, background: lots of g-jets)
• Jets in Monte Carlo event generators: → many analyses rely on simulation of jet fragmentation * test of fragmentation models of Monte Carlo event generators
• Jets in different collider environments: → data from Tevatron complement e + e -and ep measurements: 
Tevatron:
• D0 → ratio of sub-jet multiplicities r=1.84 +0.27 -0.23
• CDF → two model-dependent studies r=1.7±0.3 e + e -model-independent results e + e -model-dependent results
History of measurements of the ratio of charged particle multiplicities in Gluon and

Two-parameter fit to CLEO (10 GeV) and OPAL (80 GeV) data
